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The INforSE workshop on sustainable energy for social develop-·
ment, so far the largest event in the INforSE Campaign, took place
qn November 28-30. This workshop produced an Action Plan,
which is summarized on p~ge 4-5. The coming INforSE Campaign
activities, the UN Social Summit and new INforSE activities are
also in focus in this issue.
Wave-energy has potentials equal to that of wind energy, but the
results of the state supported wave energy programs are scarce. In
two articles we give an overview of wave energy development and
ask the question: Would a popular approach increase the development activities?
Front Page: This windmill, situated at .the Asian Institute of Technology in
Thailand, can supply almost all the power needed for a modern tropical farm, in
combination with solar energy. In many places it can replace import of fossil fuels
with employment. FAO Photo by Peyton John son.
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Editorial:

The Social Summit: In What Direction?
The drafts of the Declaration and Programme of .spicuous silence of the Draft Declaration on the
Action of the World Summit of Social Develop- subject of definite time-bound goals. How does
ment (WSSD) of 22nd November, 1994 can- one monitor a programme of action that is not
didly recognize that "social development is in- committed to time-bound specific goals and obseparable from the economic, political, ecologi- jectives? It is therefore imperative to translate the
cal and cultural environment in which it takes generalized Programme of Action into timeplace". By this definition, the WSSD has to bound achievable specific targets and goals,
address these broader issues, all of which affect without which it would remain a .mere statement
the humans as social beings. The WSSD drafts of good intentions rather than a step forward of
identifies 4 clearly delineated goals for consider- any substance towards social development: We
ation, i.e. creating a supportive environment for may look back to our experiences of Agenda 21
social development, eradication of poverty, pro- of the last Earth Su~mit for a lesson in this
ductive employment and the reduction of unem- regard.
ployment, and social integration. These four caOne of the themes of the Draft Declaration is
tegories together encompass almost every aspect
of human society. Perhaps this is inevitable! But the importance of decentralization. More specithis also leads to often too broad generalities with fically, this mearis organizing local communities
inherent contradictions which are difficult to and empowering them to participate actively in
translate into specific actionable goals. We sus- formulating and implementing social and econpect, therefore, that much of the WSSD deliber- omic programmes. Such decentralization is parations may lead to mere generalities imbued with ticularly important to ensure that local compious hopes without ·leading to any concrete munities, particularly marginalized groups like
the poor and women, have control over as well
results.
as access to local resources. Although this
The Draft Declaration includes a frank ac- theme recurs often in the document, it has not
knowledgement that the issues mentioned in its been developed adequately and emphasized as it
Programlne of Action "have been addressed in deserves to be. It is unarguably true that many of
greater detrul by previous world conferences", the socio-economic evils of today stems from the
however, it contains the claim that its distinctive overemphasis on centralization at the expense of
feature is the integrated apprqach of its Pro- the local communities. Since the Draft claims to
gramme! Unfortunately, however, much of the put "people at the Centre" for action for social
document resembles a mere list of descriptions development, the decentralization .should be the
of what other conferences have done. It contains heart of the Programme of Action around which
no evidence of thoughtful analysis of how such all other actions should be woven. Thus, one of
results relate to social development.
the crucial indices of social development to be
It misses the synergic effect!
monitored is this degree of decentralization and
its ·attendant effects.
We· do find an overwhelming dominance of
the economic aspects of development with con· Energy is a major driving force for developsequent economic instruments all throughout the ment, and a right choice of energy sources is
Programme of Action except to some extent in required for saving the planet from the imminent
the case of social integration. While economic environmental devastation that will affect both
factors are crucial to social development, they present and future generations. Concerted action
should not be the focus of WSSD actions. The on this scale requires a global agreement and
more crucial question is: how these economic adequate funding, e.g. as a Global Fund. A tiaspects and instruments can lead to a sustainable metable should be established as an integral part
social development? As long as this is not done, of the Programme of Action, with a target date
the suggested Programme of Action will remain by which a pre-established share of renewable
a mere generalities of ideal solutions without energy supplies is to be realized through decenspecific actionable goals.
tralized applications. ·
Our apprehension about the above-mentioned
outcome of the WSSD is supported by the con-
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T.K. Moulik, AFPRO, India and
INforSE Central A_sia
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s·ustainable Energy for Social Development
INforSE Action Plan on
Sustainable Energy for
Social Development
At the INforSE Workshop on Sustainable ·Energy for Social Development
on November 28-30 in Helsinore,
Denmark, an Action Plan was elaborated. The Plan will be transmitted to
the Social Summit and will be used as
.part of the ongoing INforSE Campaign
on Sustainable Energy for.Social Development.

Defining Sustainable
Energy
In the introduction of the Action Plan,·
sustainable .energy solutions are
defined in line with sustainable development:
"Sustainable energy meets the
basic needs of the current generation
without foregoing or discounting the
needs of future generations. Sustainable · energy solutions, therefore, are
those which conserve natural energy
stocks likefossiljuelsfor future generations and increasingly use renewable
sources like solar energy, biomass,
wind and small-scale hydro power,
thereby reducing the ecological and
environmental hazards and risks emanating from the use offossil fUels and
nuclear energy. Thus, sustainable energy solutions essentially consist ofrenewable energy technologies and
technologies for increasing the efficiency of energy systems, while at the
same time emphasizing the 'adaptation
to local needs and popular control."

on the Action Plan. Photo: FEU
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Integration in Social
Development
The introduction o( the Action Plan
continues with an emphasis of the links
bet_ween sustainable energy and social
development:
~'It is to be noted that sustainable
energy solutions, ... , ar(! by nature
based on the utilization of local, both
human and natural, resources . .... As a
result, sustainable energy solutions
inevitably create employment at different levels of the society, including the
micro-level such as villages. Thus,
sustainqble energy solutions have
potentials of alleviating poverty rwt
only through ready access to energy
sources, but also through employment
creation. Equally important is the fact
t~t renewable energy sources- when
applied and adapted appropriately- is
capable ofharnessing local resources
and reinforcing community organization and active community participation, t~ereby leading to social integration."

Continuous relevant, professional
trainirig.of people at all levels including beneficiaries;
• access to state-of-the-art technologies, transfer of appropriate teChnology and exchange of information, South-South & North-South;
• research and development in sustainable energy with an emphasis .
on community involvem-ent and on
social context in which technologies are to be produced and used;
• alleviation of rural poverty and
conversion of ciry slum areas
through urban ecology measures;
.• integration of sustainable energy in
national energy plans .with the
necessary budgetary support ·to reflect the commitment to, and support for, the Action Plan 2000 of
respective national governments.
It is proposed that a decision is made
about this Action Plan on the Social
Summit.

Guiding Principles for the
Actions

For the proposed actions, a number of
guidelines are set, e.g.:
It is proposed that the nations make an
• the sustainable energy and social .
Action Plan 2000 for Social Developdevelopment programme should
ment through Sustainable Energy Solbe based on the active participation
utions with a total budget of I ,000,000
of NGOs and local people's organUS$. For this plan,. a Global Fund is .
izations in cooperation with ·govproposed for the following main actiernments and the private sector;
vities:
• the activities under the plan will
• building of local capacity, both in
emphasize the integration of job
terms of skilled manpower and
creation with environmentally sus.manufacturing/maintenance of
tairiable energy production;
sustainable energy technologies. • the programme must ensure the
participation of women and a flow
of benefits to women on an equal.
footing with men;
• the activities · of the .programme
should be in line with the .objectives of eliminating dependency on
nuclear energy in the short term
and phasing out the use of fossil
fuels in the longer term;
• sustainable energy programQJ.es
aim at securing the availability of
sufficient energy services to secure
human well-being. To the extent
that this implies an additional energy consumption in the South, this
increase should come from renewable energy sources.

Proposed Actions
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New INforSE Activities
General Guiding
Principles.

On the first two days of December, the
coordinators of INforSE convened to
assess the activities of the last year and
to discuss the way ahead. Now, all
INforSE regions have established.
themselves with regional meetings and
a number of regional activities. This
forms a good basis for successful common activities.

A number of more general guiding
principles of action are also .listed in
· the Action Plan, e.g.:
• people should be at the centre of
environmentally sustainable energy programmes. Social.development, through sustainable energy
solutions, should be judged by its
ability to satisfy the basic human INFORSE Programme for
needs of all people, to preserve a Sustainable Energy.
,
healthy environment, and to em- "It was agreed that INforSE should fapower local communities;
cilitate funding for NGO-projects for
• social development models f!IUSt sustainable energy in developing.
be participatory, community- countries. As a first step, INforSE will
based, and decentralized, and draw up guidelines for the elaboration
therefore must be based on sustain- and submission of qualified project
able energy solutions;
proposals from member organizations.
• a powerful incentive should be pro- The guidelines will enable member orvided for taking into account the ganizations to produce preliminary
full value of environmental and so- project proposals which may be incorcial sustainability in all decision- porated into one or more programmes.
making processes. This will con- The programmes will be presented in
tribute to the elimination· of over- a uniform way to possible donors. Furconsumption of resources taking ther, the INforSE Secretariat will
place primarily in the indus- examine systematically the possibility
trialized world;
of obtaining funding from multilateral
• governing structures at ·all !evels institutions for projects within the releshall·create a framework for local vant programmes . .
initiative. The framework shall include pre.fere~tial financing ·and
legislation with access to grids· for · INforSE Award
renewable energy producers. En- It was also agreed to institute a global
ergy legislation should reduce the Award for an NGO that has demonrole of monopolies, both state and strated an exceptional ability to impleprivate;
ment sustainable energy activities in
• international and internal. funding practice with full integration
of social
mechanisms shall support sustainable energy solutions leading to
sustainable social development.
Social effects should be an important criteria for funding;
• social development through sustainable energy shall contribute to
equity at all levels within and
among nations, economically, socially, and gender~wise, along with
the protection of the basic needs of
the poor; .
• actions should be focused on marginalized groups in 'rural and urban
areas.
The full text of the Action Plan (4
pages) is available from the INforSE
Secretariat.
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development aspects. The criteria to be
fulfilled shall be elaborated early
enough to make it possible to seleet the
first recipient of the award at the 1995
coordinators' meeting. The S~cretariat
will consider a possible, simple funding meehanism for the Award. Otherwise, the Award will be of a symbolic
nature.
INforSE will continue with the Campaign activities, as described separately; and will continue this newsletter.

Regional Activities .
A large number of regional activities
are planned. Some of them are:
• develop the network and invite
potential member-organizations to
join; .
.
• organize regional workshops,
training courses;
• improve directories of sustainable
energy NGOs;
• prepare and conduct studies to
assess sustainable energy technologies and their impacts; and
• regional INforSE Campaign activities.
The coordinators' meeting approved
the INforSE Action Plan 1995 and the
report of the activities of the previous
year. Both are available from the INforSE Secretariat.

meeting,
to
.
Gertes, Rene Karottki, T.K. Moulik, Mutsumi Mizuiw, Martin Prieto (not on the
pictiue: Emit Bedi,Ana Lucia laRovere, Nelson Murimi GithinjifromFWD)
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Nuclear Power in the
Philippines: Try Again?

- Asia

NGO Promotion of Low-Cost Biogas Continues in India
By Raymond Myles, AFPRO, New
Delhi, India,/NforSE Central Asiil

Phase 11

By Benjamin Gertes, PCAIT, Phi/.,
INforSE Eastern Asia -Pacific
·

Philippine officials are now again
speaking in. favor of nuclear power:
The success was followed by a Phase
II of the programme, starting in 1990 "With existing local power sources not
Low-Cost Appropriate
meeting current demand, ·the Philipand with a target of 70,000 plants in
Technology
.
pines
should now consider anew the
more than 15 states of India. This
of
nuclear
power," said Mr. Carlito
use
In 1979, AFPRO first started investi- phase is being implemented thro~gh
R.
Aleta,
Director
of the Philippin~
gating the possibilities of promoting the established network of 70 volunNuclear Research Institute. President
biogas technology as a renewable en- tary NGOs coordinated by AFPRO.
Ram os also considers nuclear power to
ergy device for reducing the consump- Major support is given by the Canation of fossil fuels to work towards dian Hunger Foundation (CHF). The · be one of the most efficient energy
making villagers self-sufficientin en- . programme ran into a number of prob- . sources that the country can explore. In
July 1993, Ram os directed the Departergy production .· for domestic use. lems, particularly in receiving subof Energy of the Philippines to
ment
sidies
for
the
biogas
plants.
A
review
AFPRO initially started promoting a
consider
nuclear energy. In December
1993
estimated
that,
by
September
in
fixed dome concrete biogas plant de1993,
an
intra-government
committee
35,000
plants
will
have
1994,
only
sign. This Janata model, designed by
proposed
a
nuclear
program
with reac50%
of
the
target.
been
constructed,
or
PRAD Lucknow. was chosen because
tors
in
operation
from
1999.
.
The
review
recognized
the
importance
its cost was lower than those of preSince.
the
publication
of
its
intenof
the
building
capacity
of
the
network.
vious steel-models because ofitsavailtion of going nuclear, the government
ablility via decentralizect construction It recommends an extension of the prohas
received several proposals. A Cagramme
until
Septem~r
1996
to
con"
in rural areas using locally available
nadian
firm proposed to build a 1,200
struct
an
additional
16,000
plants.
It
material and manpower. The initial
plant
and Korea Electric Power
MW
of
actialso
recommends
a
number
programme began by constructing this ·
Co.
proposed
to build a 600 MW plant.
model for demonstration. Soon, it was vities to analyze and publicize inforThe
major
obstacle for nuclear
realized that the critical constraint in mation on the valuable experie~ces of
power
is
the
bad
experienceof the past.
decentralized promotion of this tech- the project and on its many positive
In
1976,
the
Marcos
government
nology was the availability of skilled impacts. This extension of the · prosigned a contract with Westinghouse
masons ~apable of construction in gramme was approved by CHF in Oc(USA) to construct the Bataan Nuclear
tober 1994. ·
rural areas: Thus, the programme was
Power
Plant with a capacity of 600
modified into a demonstration-trainMW. It was finished in 1985 at a cost
ing effort to equip grass-roots NGOs Socio-Cultural
of
2.1 billion US$, but it never started.
and make them capable of constructing Development
In
1986, the new Aquino administrabiogas plants in a decentralized
tion moth balled the power plant, citing
The extension will also enable the netfashion.
work of the 70 NGOs to carry out a 400 defects and a lack of security features. In June 1993, president Ramos
number of important activities which
Success in Decentralized
ordered the conversion of the Bataan
further enhance its capacity to impleNGO Implementation
nuclear power plant at a \cost of 600
ment effective . rural programmes.
million
US$ into a combined cycle
AFPRO
has
already
begun
to
move
In 1982, the Government of India alloplant
using
liquefied natural gas . The
from
its
role
as
a
purely
Technical
Decated Rs 500 million for biogas ctevelinterest
for
the loans of the original
(TDO)
tovelopment
Organization
opmerit, and looked forward to an acstill300,000
US$ /day.
plant
is
Socio-Technical
Devel.
wards
one
as
a
tive role by · the voluntary sector in
Have
the
Philippines
learnt from
opment
Organization
(STDO).
Trainrealizing the targets.
this
experience?
"The
costliest
power
ing
in
,
gender
analysis,
participatory
AFPRO implemented its part of the
plant
in
the
world
sits
in
Morong,
Barural
appraisal,
and
project
planning,
program in a decentralized manner. 20
taan
...
this
may
be
a
monument
to
our
done, can be
Biogas "Extension Centres (BECs) which already has
folly
or
to
our
anger"(
Manila
Chronicle)
were established each year, each re- strengthened. AFPRO will prepare and
sponsible for the construction of 100 publish analyses on the impact of the
plants annually. The original target Programme on a variety of issues. As
was 35,000 plants, while the achieved part. of this information strategy,
AFPRO will publish a ·newsletter.
target was 50,000 plants.
. During the development, AF~ · There will also be training that spePRO's research and development cially .emphasizes skills to · provide
came up with a Deenbandhu biogas woman with more opportunity in deciplant, which was 30% cheaper than the sion-making roles, to induct more female staff, and to enable them to parJanata model at a comparable size.
ticipate in programme exchanges.
Biogas plant construction.(AFPRO J

been
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Research Activities in Wave Energy
It is probably true that the oil crisis of cant near-term development. potential
1973 stimulated most of the modern in'Hawaii.
The studies also concluded that, if
interest in wave energy. Despite the
1
gradual decline in the relative oil price, wave energy is to make a significant
interest in wave energy still continues contribution to national energy debecause of additional factors. Two of mand, sustained research is needed
the most important of these are envi- into·the application of wave power to
the off-shore production of hydrogen.
ronmental concern and coastal actiIn the meanwhile, recommendavities:
To .date, most research on wave . tions were made for a wave energy
energy has been confined to theoretical "testbed", where components of different candidate conversion technostudies or tests on small-scale models.
The technology is at the research and logies could be subjected to long-term
sea trials in a common wave climate.
development stage, with only a few
demonstration · schemes having been·
· built. Most of these utilize the OscillatJapan
ing Water Column (O.W.C., seefig.l)
concept, because this employs rela- The first practical application for wave
tively conventional, proven technol- energy in Japan was in 1965 when
O.W.C. floating navigation buoy conogy.
The main countries carrying out verters were developed. Since the (second) oil crisis of 1979, however, Japan
research are listed below.
actively advanced the development of
larger devices under a programme for
U.S.A.
self-sufficient alternative energy
Results of recent resource assessment sources. The energy of the waves
by Pacific Gas and Electric Company around Japan is limited, relative to that
show that wave energy's contribution in European waters, at about 6-10
is likely to be of importance in north- kW/m. Thus, it is usually necessary to
em California, although utility grid make use of other merits of the wave
constraints may limit its development energy device, such as in breakwaters.
to niche applications such as harbour
Two types of devices are being stubreakwaters. An assessment on Ha- died in Japan, the movable l;lody and
waii shows that the' resource here is the (O.W.C.). In tl:le former, wave enmore consistent than that of northern ergy is first converted into dynamic
. California, andis dominated by short- energy (primary conversion), then into
period trade-wind waves rather than a more convenient form, such as electricity or heat (seeondary conversion).
north Pacific swell~ Both of these factors improve plant economics, and it Primary conversion may be a direct
appears that wave power has signifi- progression into reciprocating or rotatWAVES CAUSE OSCIUA110NS IN THE
WATER COWMN WHICH CRIVES AlA SACK
ANC FORTH THROUGH THE TURBINE

ing motiori, pressure, or water current.
Numerous field trials have already
been conducted on the different types
of devices, frorn floating converters
such as the "Kaimei" experiment. t6
harbour breakwaters incorporating
one or more O.W.C.s. Other systems
have also been considered, such as
hinged flaps and the floating O.W.C.
terminator "Mighty Whale".
Production cost estimates have falo
len considerably over the years of development. The Kaimei study in 1987
estimated a figure of 47 yen/kWh. In
1990, an O.W.C. breakwater device
was producing electricity for 20
yen/kWh because the caisson cost was
included in the breakwater. These
values are still relatively high and further multi-purpose research is being
pursued.
A 130 kW O.W.C. with. "Water
valve energy rectifiers" is being developed. The water valves .are con.
sidered a significant improvement of
the O.W.C. principle.

India
The possibility of combining a wave
energy .converter with a fishing harbour breakwater encouraged the
Ocean Engineering Centre of the Indian Institute of Technology to conduct model testing on O.W.C.-typedevices. The port of Vizhinjan, near Trivandrum in ·Kerala Province on the
southwest tip oflndia, was then chosen
as a field site for sea trials on a prototype device. A concrete caisson 10 m
wide and having parallel harbour entrance channels was constructed and
floated out to its station in 1991. The
O.W.C. was fitted with a 2 m diameter
Wells turbine and 150 kW generator.
Initial results have led to government
support for the Institute to investigate
a large device to be deployed in the
same area.

China
Fig.l:
Outline of an
O.W.C device
(oscillating
water
column)

been

Two areas of interest have
pursued by the Guangzhan Institute of
Energy Conversion. First, work is
being conducted on an improved floating buoy system, designated BBDB. in
cooperation with its Japanese inventor,

~~0<~~'5<-~~~~«<
SEABEO .
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Wave Energy in Distress
height of the waves all over the Earth
with the utmost accuracy. Furthermore, aesthetic and ecological drawbacks of these open-sea installations
are few. So, it is still somewhat puz~
zling why this favourable kind of energy is not rolling thousands of mega~
watts into the worlds energy systems.
Of course, we all know that one of
Stig Vindel~v. Folkecenier, Denmark
the obstacles is that the industries do
not have this ready-made, immediately
There are may be a thousand patents in profit-creating device to plunge into
the wave energy field, and the first the water, and that they do not feel the
demonstration devices were built more incentive to develop such systems, the
than a hundred years ago. After World short-term prospect of earning a profit
War Two, the Japanese and the Eng- being too smalL
lish, in particular, have been carrying
Comparing wind and wave energy,
out experiments on wave energy. A the latter can be said to be in the same
number of other countries have joined position as wind power some twenty
years ago: No systems have yet proven
the battle as well, including Norway
their economic viability ~
and Denmark. Still, there are not many
The modem development in wind
wave energy systems that work. However, you would imagine that what was power started in Denmark. It was the
impossible before; should be possible devotion, the interest of the "grassnow, with innumerable materials and roots" and small pioneering comtechnologies available for the mechan- panies, that was the motor in the development, a bottom-up development
isms and control systems.
One plant - the Norwegian "Tap- with very limited resources. There is
chan Plant" - has reached the commer- no doubt that wave energy - at least in
cial phase, i.e. the system is interesting Denmark - has a similar appeal to the
to investors. The waves are running inventors or the 'do-it-yourself'- eninto a furrow in the rocks up to a basin gineer's spirit, and that a good many
from where it returns into the sea people are haunting shallow waters
testing their "brilliant" ideas! Only it is
through a ~rbine.
somewhat harder to "get things
But what about all the other systems?
OK, let's be fair - something IS · going". The small windmill in the garhappening after all. In many countries, den, after all, could be wired directly
research programmes have been laun- to a water heater in the house. On the
ched, and England, in particular, has other hand, the mega-windmills - defairly ·large sums at stake, since they signed, manufactured and installed by
can
their large wave energy poten- disengaged institutions - turned out
tial right there on the porch! The Euro- mega-failures, and so will the big wave
pean Union, aS well, has entered the
stage via the JOULE-II program. It has
been estimated that the waters around
the EU can yield enough energy to
cover its total electricity consumption.

Why are all the wave power plants
lying wrecked on the quays around
the world? With the machanisms
and control systems made of the
most advanced materials and by the
newest technologies, you would imagine that it ~hould be possible to
make a plant which functions.

see

power plants, if built.
In Denmark, a wave-energy network of inventors, engineers and, last,
but not least, "ordinary people" has
been formed. These approximately
one hundred souls meet regularly at
so-called wave energy teach-ins, and
most have their own idea of the perfect
wave energy rrrachine, to which they
are devoted.
Maybe this is the start of a "decentralized" development of wave energy,
- a start that may lead to results seemingly unattainable for the traditional
technical academical structures around
the world. This popular approach
might be applicable in other countries'
efforts in the wave energy field.
· As you can see in this issue devoted
to wave energy, the successes of statesupported research institutions around
the world are scarce. If wind energy
had started out like this, twenty years
ago, where would we be today?
Of course, we cannot exclude the
possibility, that the state- supported,
academic wave energy research is
heading towards a major breakthrough. It seems more likely, however, that we need a total change of
approach: Development must come how difficult. it may appear - from
below, from "the popular engineer's
spirit", which, with neck-breaking
courage, overcomes all difficulties and
does not get scared by "the long distance from nature's laws to the good
technical solutions;,
Why not repeat the success of wind
power?· .
Translated by Niels Lyck, OVE, Denmark.

Concentrated Energy
Wave energy, seen as a renewable
form of energy, has several strength,
among these the high energy intensity, ·
8 to 10 times that of wind energy.
When the wind fails, it causes the
windmills to stop; whereas the energy
stored in the waves, can be extracted.
From satellites, you can measure the
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Floating Wave
Vessel
the sea, Sea
Power
AB,
Sweden
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Steps to a Nuclear-Free
World
Seminar and Kick-off for Walk
Across Europe, Brussels, January

11-12,1995

.

On January 12, 1995, at 10 am the
first steps of the 5.500 km Walk
Across Europe. for a Nuclear-Free
World will be taken in Brussels.
An average of 150 walkers plan to
end this journey in Moscow on Oc\ tober 12, 1995. Th~y call for a treaty_to
stop nuclear testmg (CTB), to dtsrnantle all nuclear weapons and to
p~ase out nuclear energy production.
~~e walkers ask for a review of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) and of
the \role of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA).
Seminar
Steps to a Nuclear-Free World, o~
first public seminar; will take place m
Brussels on January 11, 1995. This
seminar will draw special attention to
the role of the European Union (EU).
There will be lectures on nuclear
testing and nuclear weapons, also energy policy will be on the agenda.
Some of the invited speakers are:
Eloi Glorierix - Greenpeace, Paul Lannoye _ Green Group of the European
·Parliament, Tina Heyse- Greenpeace,
and Zsuzsa Foltanyi - Energy Club
Hungary.
Opening Ceremony
walkers and sympathizers will gather
at 8 am on January 12, 1995 at the EU
for the opening ceremony, meeting
with EU-officials, news conference,
rally, and a cup of warm coffee.
So far, participants from 15 countries have registered for theWalk. You
are welcome to join the Walk and the
Sustainable Energy Tour as well.
Contact: For Mother Earth, Zilverhof 19, B9000 Gent, Ph/fax: +32-9-233 3268/4924,
email: office@motherearth.knooppunt.be ·

sustainable Energy Tour

In the beginning of April, the exhibition will make a 'de-tour' to Berlin, to the parallel activities to the UN
Climate Negotiations. During the 9
months the exhibition will visit several oth~r large cities, such as Bnissels,
Antwerpen, Paris, London, Nijmegen,
. Bonn, Frankfurt, Vienna, Prague,
·Bmo, Bratislava, Kiev, Minsk and
Moscow for 2-4 days, each and more
than 100 smaller ·places for one day
each.
.
Part of the exhibition will be
changed during the tour, in order to
adapt it to the local situation and ~o
highlight local RE projects. There wtll
be space for local groups to display
information on their -activities and a
library with up-to-date literature, product information and vid~s. The area
in front of the trailer will be used for
operational models such as a solar
thermal system and a wind generator.
In connection with the exhibition, we
will organize workshops, meetings
with local politicians and environmental groups, etc.
We are looking for· support for the
Sustainable Energy Tour 1995. We
will especially welcome help with
finding good sites for the exhibition,
help in the exhibition, information on
national activities for sustainable energy and lists of manufacturers, sponsorships, and advertisements of the exhibition.
Contact: SNORE, Rijksstraatweg 37-46, 6574
AC Ubbergen, the Netherlands. Ph.: +31-80603917. Fax: +31-20-6657743. E-mail: snore. list@antenna.nl. Account: Postbank 6454704,
att. F. de Jonge _ inz. SNORE- Ubbergen.

European Sustainable
Energy Contact List
In the coming issue of Sustainable Energy News, we will bring a new update
of the European part of the Sustainable
Energy, Contact List. If you have any
change of address for proposals for
new contacts in Europe, please ask for
a contact list form before February 1.

January 9 . October 12 1995
.by Ann Vikkelsf/J, SNORE & OV~
On January 9, 1995; the Sustamable
Energy Tour starts with a 4-day exhibition in the centre of Brussels. This
50-m2 exhibition trailer on renewable
energy and energy efficiency will follow the Walk Across Europe,
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Renewable
Energy & UN
As is mentioned in Sustainable Energy
News no. 5; the UN Committee on·
New and Renewable Sources of Energy and on Energy for Development
met in February, 1994. It made proposals for increased activity in the field
of sustainable. energy by the UN and
the individual countries. The proposals
were discussed by the UN Economic
and Social Council (ECOSOC) on November 3, 19,94. ECOSOC took note
of the recommendations with appreciation, approved continued support for
the Committee meetings, and invited
the countries to present their views on
how the Committee should present its
work.
ECOSOC was not able to endorse
the resolution of the Committee. Representatives of developing countries
(Group 77+China), European Union
and 4 European countries regretted
this. The representative of Canada
missed a reference to nuclear power.
The next meeting of the Committee i,m be a special session on· February 6-17, 1995 in New York. It will
provide advice on energy for rural development for the next meeting of the
Commission on Sustainable Development in April, 1995.
Information: UN, Energy and Natural Resources
Branch, Division for Sustainable Development,
att. c. Constantinou, New York, N.Y. 10017,
USA, fax-1-212-963 1795.
.

Climate Campaign in
Europe
Climate Network Europe (CNE) ·is
starting a large campaign for a 20%
reduction of . industrial countries •
C02-emissions by 2005.
The aim of the campaign is to have
20% reduction target approved by as
many countries as possible before the
Climate Summit in Berlin,_ to persuade
the countries to support a protocol with
the target. Another target is to have
guidelines for World Bank an~ similar
· banks. CNE makes informauon materials for NGOs and journalists.

a

Contact: CNE, (see publication, p.l4)
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Regional News - Europe
Energy and Employment
Roundtable in Slovakia
On November 3, the first energy and
employment roundtable was held in
Bratislava, Slovakia. Th~ roundtable
was organized by SZOPK - Foundation of Alternative Energy; in cooperation with Inforse- Europe. It attracted
35 participants from Slovak:ian ministries and agencies, private enterprises,
institutes, private enterprises, trade
unions and NGOs.
The most promising idea was
presented by the representative of the
Slovak: trade unions, Mr. Kolar, who
proposed to support some of the jobcreating sustainable energy proposals
with social security funds for job-creating activities.
The roundtable was part of the INforSE-Europe Campaign. TJ:te campaign seminar in Bonn, mentioned in
Sustainable Energy News 6, has been
postponed to 1995.
More information: Emil Bedi, SZOPK-FAE!INforSE-Europe (seep. 16).

Sustainable Energy
Exhibition
To raise the awareness of sustainable
energy in Central Europe, INforSEEurope is preparing a mobile exhibition for 1995. The exhibition will start
in Slovak:ia, where it will be exhibited
at 10 local offices of SZOPK (Slovak:
Nature and .Countryside Protectors).
After the translation of the material, it
will be exhibited in Croatia, Hungary
and Poland. At the seminar in Budmerice in June (see below), it will be
back in Slovakia. It might will be exhibited at the Pan-european Environmental Minister's Conference in Sofia,
Bulgaria in the fall of 1995.
The exhibition will consist of posters and models of renewable energy
applications.
More information: INforSE- Europe (seep. 16)

NGO Energy Seminar,
Slovakia June 19-24
In 1995, the European energy networks, i.e;, INforSE- Europe, Climate
Network Europe, and Greenway- En-·
ergy, will hold a seminar jointly in
Budmerice, 40 km east of Bratislava,
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Slctvakia.
The thernes of the seminar is currently
planned to be:
• National actions in Europe to reduce climatic impact, sustainable
energy strategies, official and
NGO proposals; ·
• assessments of renewable energy
potentials, methods;
• international energy cooperation in
Europe, officially and in the three
NGO-networks;
• news of climate science;
• the process of Environmental Ministers' meeting in Sofia.
There will be one-day workshops with
political themes and for practical assessment of renewable energy potentials based on information from parttcipants. The renewable energy potentials will be used in an NGO-reix>rt.
There will be a tour to renewable
energy sites in Slovak:ia and Austria,.
On Saturday, June 24. will be the
Annual INforSE- Europe'Meeting.
The seminar fee is tentatively set at
4,000 Sk, approx. 150 US$. Participation and travel will be supported for
· Central and Easte~ European participants as far as funding is available.
Info & programme: INforSE - Europe /SZOPK
(seep. 16)

Budmerice, seminar venue. Photo:
Literarny Fond

Energy Contact, CEE
OVE, ·The D.anish · Organization for
Renewable Energy, and other INforSE
organizations will start a support programme for Central and Eastern European (CEE) NGOs working on energy.
Starting from January, 1995, OVE will
begin to provide information materials, e.g., on sustainable energy sol-
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utions and energy policy, upon· request. Another activity will be to provide help with fund-raising.
Contact: OVE, att. Gunnar Olesen,Skovvangs-'
vej 191, 8200 Arhus N, Denmark.

Sustainable Energy News
-Europe?
In this issue, it has not been possible to
make a special European section to our
European readers. If sufficient funds
can be found, INforSE- Europe will be
happy to produce a European section
bi-annually, i.e., in the issues of S~
tainable Energy News without contact
lists. Is there a need for a special sec- ·
tion on European affairs? Which kinds
of information are needed? Who .will
provide inputs?
Contact: Sustainable Energy News, att. Gunnar
Olesen.

Mochovce
As is mentioned in the Sustainable Energy News 4, the joint venture between
EDF (Electricite de France) and SEP
(the Slovak: Power Board) wants to
finish two of the half-built Russian
reactqrs at Mochovce, Slovak:ia. To do
this, the joint venture has asked EBRD
(European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development) and EURATOM
for loans of 1,600 million DM. Processing this request, EBRD has published a least-cost study, an environmental impact analysis and a safety
report about the project. The 3 reports
are available from SEP for comments
from the public and NGOs. The deadline for comments is February 17,
1995. After this, the EBRD Board will
<Jecide about the loan. The Board consists of country-representatives, so the
crucial question is what the co.untries
think about this nuclear investment.
Norway, Austria and others have already declared that they are against it.
. The project is a test case of Western
nuclear power investments in Centra!
and Eastern ·European. The Austrian
NGO Global 2000 circulates a Mochovce news update in English by fax
and email.
Conuict: Global 2000, att. Philip Weller (see
pub,lication list p.14).
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Regional NeWs - Africa .
- German solar dissemination pro- . Some of the proposals are:
gramme.
• national energy policies should be
Unfortunately, this promising dedeveloped in extensive workshop
INforSE members from the region will velopment is now seriously slowed by
exercises with participants from
be invited together with renewable- the 50% devaluation of the Western
.governments, commercial seetors,
energy-technology rmmufactlirers and African currency Franc CFA in the
R&D-sectors, and NGOs, inductother interested parties. The workshop beginning of 1994. This has doubled
ing community-based organizawill take place in connection with the the price of the imported parts and
tions (CBOs); · .
ISES '95 meeting in Zimbabwe in Sep- increased the total price of a solar • specific targets should be set for
tember 1995. Info: seep. 15 & 16.
pollution reduction, energy effihome system .by more than 50%..To
ciency, and the use of renewable
overcome the new barriers, the cooperatives of Fopen Solar have called a
energy sources, and mechanisms
PV Organization, Senegal
should be created for monitoring it;
large strategy meeting in December
After successful installation of more 1994 in cooperation with ENDA- En- • development should .be encourthan 2;000 solar home systems with ergie and the private sector. A major
aged of solar enterprise zones, that
photo-voltaic panels mainly for light, . theme is reduction of prices by nais, zones in which grid-based eleci.he Senegalese users of these systems tional I regional production and by
tricity presently cannot be supplied
have formed coo'peratives for main ten- identifying less costly PV panels on
within a reasonable time and where
ance and to promote .wider dissemina- the international market.
·
intensive development of solar en-"
tion of the systems. In the summer of
Another possible way is via new
ergy options could be valuable;
1994, the cooperatives organized ana- support from a foreign donor. A Sene- • the governments should facilitate
tional organization, Fopen Solar. It galese-Japanese project is under prepthe development of an infrastrucshall provide equipment and technical aration, with the prospect of supporture for sustainable energy based
assistance for continued operation and ting 3,000 newsolar home systems.·
on business principles and of busiwider dissemination
solar energy. Source Masse Lo, ENDA- Energie.
. nesses owned by cocoperatives;
Fopen Solarwas formed with support
• education in renewable energy
from ENDA-Energie, the InforSE Co' should be promoted at all levels;
ordinator of West Africa. ENDA-En- An African Energy Policy
• the countries should be involved iri
ergie has produced a report about this. Statement Draft.
international energy development.
The Senegalese state has recog- A statement was issued on African enConsideration should be given to
nized the importallce of solar home ergy policy as a result of the ISES
calls by governments to the United
systems in rural electrification, and has (International. Solar Energy Society)
Nations to create an adequately
decided to exempt the equipment for International Solar Energy Workshop
funded energy agency. .
these systems from value added tax and Conference held in October 1994. The document is available for com(VAn and import duties. With these in Pretoria, South Africa. · The state- ments .by NGOs from C.E. Barnard,
e~emptions, the dissemination of solar ment, entitled "Renewable Energy into SESSA, Solar Energy Society, PO Box
home systems could continue without · the Future", contains a number of pro- 152,La Montagne, 0184, South Africa.
the external support that was given to posals for governments and NGOs. ·
Ph: 12 804 3435.
the first 2,000 systems by a Senegalese
INforS~

Workshop for
Eastern & Central Africa.

of

Region~l

News - Latin America

Email
INforSE Latin America plans to open
a Latin American email conference on
sustainable energy issues.
Contact: REDES, . !NforSE Latin
America, att Martin Prieto. (see p.16)

Sust. Energy Exhibition
A Latin American anti-nuclear conference and an exhibition on the alternatives to nuclear power are planned
for May in Brasilia, the capital of
Brazil. INforSE Latin America is eoorganizer of the exhibition and will
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also organi:?:e a workshop on sustainable energy during this event.
Information: INforSE Latin America
liED (seep . 16).

Youth Environment
Seminar
In February 1995, RI~.DES in Uruguay
will host the Latin American Ecotopia,
a youth camp to work with environment and energy for a sustainable future for Latin America. ·
Information: REDES (see p.l6)
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Loan to Efficient Stoves
The Inter"American Development
Bank gave two loans totalling 93 million US$ · to The Social Investment
Fund in El Salvador far community
projects. Some of the funds are being
used for more fuel-efficient kitchen
stoves, specifically, the Chefina stove
made of cement and bricks, as well as,
the Lorena stove made of mud and
sand. Both types reduce smoke in the
kitchens as well. More than 100 stoves
were built in the village El Progreso.
Source: Inter-Americ"an Development
Bank News, November 1994.
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News from Nepal
By Ganesh R. Shrestha, CRT, Kathmandu, Nepal

ment such technologies, the CRT takes
particular care to ensure that the socioeconomic and cultural needs of the
rural masses are met.
CRTpublishes a newsletter (see p.14).

6 NGOs join INforSE
The Centre for Rural Technology
(CRT) in Kathmandu has been serving
as a country focal point for the INforSE
campaign in Nepal. The organization
has conducted a number· of consultative meetings regarding INforSE and
the strategies that should be followed
for the Sustainable Energy Campaign.
So far, six organizations that are working in renewable energy and. energy
conservation technologies have joined
the campaign.

CRT.for Renewable Energy
The CRT itself is working in renewable energy and energy conservation
technologies, such as micro-hydro, improved cooking stoves, biogas, solar
energy, etc., that are appropriate to the
rural conditions of the mountainous
country, where 90 % of the population
lives in villages. As it works to imple-

Basket Solar Cooker
The CRT has developed a cost-effective solar cooker to meet part of the
energy demarid of rural families. This
also saves the residents some time,
since woman in particular often must
spend as much as half of each day
collecting fuel wood for cooking. The
solar cooker is made locally from bamboo baskets, and the cost is about Rs
300 (US$6). Previous experience has
shown that people were not ·able to
afford solar cookers that had relatively
higher costs. The cost of the new
cooker is just half of the cost of the
Ker-Col box type solar cooker, and it
buys comparable performance. The initial response from users has been en~
couraging, and the CRT plans to popularize this cooker in rural Nepal by
conducting training sessions and demonstrations on its fabrication and use.

Energy Needs and Social
Development
In third-world countries like Nepal,
the people often cannot afford the
starting costs of renewable energy
technologies. Special attention to this
problem c·an yield such thoughtful
solutions as the basket-type solar
cooker. Feasible applications of renewable energy. technologies in thirdworld counties promote social development as well as helping to meet energy needs in more sustainable ways.

Temperatu
-re measure
of bamboo
basket solar
cooker.
Photo:CRT

Regional News - North America
Affordable Comfort
The premier forum on residential energy conservation in North America is
the Affordable Comfort Conference,
'which meets next on March 26~31,
1995 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It is
an annual conference that links the interests of low-income households and
energy efficiency in a very practical
way. It attracts more than 1,000 participants, and gives an overview of the
latest achievemen~ in implementing
energy efficiency at affordable costs.
More information; Affordable Comfort Conference, 309 Davis Street, Evanston, Illinois
60201, USA, ph-708-864 5651.

INforSE eo-founder of
COSENI
In the summer of 1994; INforSE North
America was eo-founder of a new cooperation of NGOs and NGO-networks: Consortium of Sustainable Energy Networks International (CO~
SENI). COSENI consists of 16 partners, including the World Resources
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Institute, Appropriate Technology International, Solar Cookers International, ISES, the National Resource
Defense Council, Enersol Associates,
the Woodrow Wilson School of Public
& International Affairs, Solar Electric
Light Fund, Solar Energy International, and the Center for Global
Change. COSENI meets inonthly in
Washington, DC.·
More information: INforSE North America or
COSENI Secretary Linda Helm Krapf, ph-1908-876 9698, fax-l-908-876 5030, email
krapf@eden.rutgers.edu.

working group will conduct ·a study of
the role of energy in development. One
sub-group will focus on micro-level
energy issues (village and household)
and another sub-group will focus on
macro energy issues (capacity building
and national policy). South Africa will
be used as one of the case studies in
emerging reconstruction and the role
of gender in energy. The first results of
the working group will be presented at
a workshop on sustainable energy at
the. InterAction Annual Forum in
Washington, DC, May 1-3, 1995.
More information: COS EN! (see above).

InterAction Takes Up
Sustainable Energy

Renewable· Energy

InterAction, the large network of de- . Wc:>rkshops
velopment NOOs, has formed a WorkFrom March to October, '95, Solar Ening Group on International Sustainable
ergy International in Colorado, is orgaEnergy. InterAction has invited COnizing 14 one-week renewable energy
SENI and other energy and environeducation workshops. Photovoltaics,
mental groups to join the working
solar home design, wind, micro-hydro
group. The facilitator of the working
solar cooking. Fee: 400 US$/week. ·
group, Julie Dargis, believes that en- Contact: Solar Energy International, att. Johnny
ergy issues are the next big emerging Weiss, P.O.Box 715, Carbondak, Colorado
focal issues in development. The 81623, USA, ph/fax+l-303-96388-55/66.
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Y. Masuda. In 1990, they also constructed a shore-based O.W .C. power
station on Dawanshan Island in the
South China Sea .. Constructed using
the "designer gully"technique, the 4 m
wide chamber with tapered entrance is
fitted with an 0.8 m diameter Well's
turbine and 3 kW generator. Initial results have encouraged the building of
a 20 kW station on the site. This device
sl)ould supply electricity for industrial
and civil use.

..----------~~-==::-::-=---~ Fig. 3:

Outline of the
OSPREY OWC,
Scotland

AIR COLUMN
CELL DIVIDER

STONE ARMOUR

Denmark
Denmark is, probably the only
country, currently testing an experimental off-shore wave power c~n
verter ( 1.5 kW) in open sea. The device
incorporates a buoy, tied with an el~~
tic cord to a piston in the construction
on the sea bottom (see fig. 2). The tests
are carried qut by the semi-commercial
cqmpany.Danish Wave Power. An important new interest group is the popu. lar network for the development of
wave energy of just under 100 persons,
who meet regularly and exchange
ideas on wave po_wer devices.

Norway
Although Norway was. once one of the
leading European countries .in wave
energy development, its recent research programme has .remained
within the confines of academic institutes. The Kvaemer Brug 500 kW
O.W.C., built in the cliff on the At~an
tic coast at Toftestallen, remains the
largest prototype constructed to date.
This installation worked well for several years until it was wrecked in a
storm in· 1992. Further development
and commercial exploitation is continuing with the Tapchan system, which
works well, also at Toftestallen.

Mexico
Coastal engineering problems have recently caused Mexico to become interested in exploiting ocean waves. The
University of Mexico has been conducting experiments on a wav~-oper-.
ated pump system to improve the
flushing of stagnating water in some
foreshore lagoons.
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Ireland
Research primarily carried out at Cork
University has concentrated on the
O.W.C.s. This work includes studies
of a naturally occurring Q.W.C., optimizationofO.W.C. shape, and development of a self-rectifying turbine.

Portugal
Wave energy research has been carried
out in Portugal since 1978, mainly at
the Technical University of Lisbon.
Extensive studies have been carried
out for the construction of a 500 kW
O.W.C. on the island of Pica in .the
Azores where electricity is produced
using ~~pensive diesel genera.tors. Ongoing construction on this Osprey
O.W.C. is being supported by the EU.

years is the Circular. SEA Clam ~e
veloped hy Coventry Polytechmc.
Theoretical studies and model tests are
still undertaken at Lancaster and Edinburgh Universities, mainly on the development of small, efficient offsh~re
devices. In addition, other device
teams have been formed to exploit new
concepts for wave energy.devices.
A recent development is that the
Scottish company "ART" has succeeded in raising funds for the construction of a full-scale 2 MW converter based· on the "Osprey" O.W.C.concept, see fig. 3. {The device is a
two-chamberO.W.C. placed on the sea
bottom at 14 m depth 300 m from the
coast.) The project is supported by EU.

Text provided by Stig Vindelrpv, DK.

United Kingdom
The UK Departinent of Energy (DEn)
undertook a large programme of wave
energy research from 1976 to 1982.
This exarriined numerous devices, but
the programmewas stopped in 1983
without any devices reaching the demonstration stage. Since then, the DEn
has continued to fund R&D on two
devices. The main activity has been the
deployment of an O.W.C. device rate_<~
at 75 kW on the island of Islay. Th1s
utilizes a natural rock gully to minimize construction cost and to improve access for maintenance. The
scheme provides a valuable test bench
for. studying several aspects of wave
energy (e.g., O.W.C. hydiodyn~ic~;
the behaviour of full-size, self- rectifying turbines; and integration ofvariable generators with the grid). The
other main device funded in recent
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Publications
Independent NGO Evaluation of
National Plans for Climate Change
Mitigation • 2nd Review
·
Includes 20 counties. 56p, Aug. 1994. 3rd Review expected in January 1995.

"Everything You Ever Wanted to
Know About Climate Change .."
·Bibliography of climate related publications. 2.
edition, 60p, Oct. '94.

International NGO Directory '94
3. edition, 16Sp, 1994.

Contact: Lise Backer, CNE, 44 rue du
Tacitume 1040 Bruxelles, Belgium.
Ph/fax: 322-2310180/-2305713 Email:canron@gn.apc.org.

Alternative Ways of Meeting Power
Needs in the Slovak Republic in the
Light of a Withdrawa • .'!"om Nuclear
Energy
By Radko Pavlovec, P. Lorenz, P£. We11er.
Available in German, English and Slovakian.

Contact: Global 2000, Flurschiitzstr.
13, 1120 Vienna, Austria. Ph/fax: 431-81257-300/-28, 70p, August 1994

Power Surge: Guide to the coming
energy revolution

·Economic reforms & energy sector. Org of energy sector: Data on energy-economy linkages,
energy supply, demand, costs, prices, environmental effects, greenhouse effects. $90, 315p

Joint Implementation of Climate
Change Commitments
Co11ection of 8 papers and S case studies on the
controversial issue of J.l. 170p, $65, 1994.

Both from Teri, Tata Energy Research
Institute, Darbari Seth Block, India
Habitat Centre, Lodi Road, New Delhi
110 003, India. Ph/fax: 91-114622246/-1770.

Strom ohne Atom: Jobkiller oder
Jobkniiller? Greenpeace Studie
Contact: Heinz Laing, Greenpeace
eS., Pressestelle, 20450 Hamburg.
Germany. Ph/fax:49-40-31186-160/124., 153p, Oct. 1994.

Minesota's Energy Future, A Plan
for Employment, Economic Development and the Environment
By J.Oughton, B. Drew.

Contact: Prairie Island Coalition
Against Nuclear Storage, PO Box 174,
Lake Elmo, Minesota 55042. Ph: 1612-770-3861. 77p, 1994.

Periodicals
RERIC news
Quarterly, Asian news on solar, wind, biornass,
tidal, wave, waste, hydro. Books and events.

Contact Regional Energy Resources
Information Center (RERIC), Asian
Institute of Technology, (AIT) GPO
Box 2754, Bangkok Thailand Ph/fax:
662-52458-66/-70.

CRT Newsletter
See artiCle at Asian News.

Woman and Renewable Energy
Report of the Asian and Pacific Regional Workshop, April14-16, 1994

Contact: Lalita Balakrishnan, All India
Woman's Conference, Sarojini House,
6 Bhagwan Das Road, New Delhi
110001. Ph/fax:91-1138-9680/-4092.

Center for Rural Technology, PO Bo~
3628, .Tripureswore Kathmandu
Nepal. Ph/fax: 9771-211919/-225212.

The Working Team on Renewables
Baltic news, contact.list of ex-USSR, English &
Russian oli E-mail and mail.

Vladimir Sliviak, Ecodefence, Moskovsky Prospekt 120-34,236006 Kaliningrad, Russia. Ph: 70112-437286,
E-mail: ecodefence@glas.apc.org

It predicts a rapid move in the energy markets to
more efficient, decentralised·, and cleaner systems, echoeing the shift from mainframe to PCs
in the 80s. Examples, cases, data, references.
Christopher Flavin & Nicholas Lenssen,

Developing Solar For Australia

Contact: Jim Perry, World Watch Institute, 1776 Massachuttes Ave., NW,
Washington DC 20036, USA. Ph/fax:
382p.
1-202-4521999/-2967365.
$10.95, 1994.

Quarterly newsletter by SEIAA, Solar Energy
Industries Association of.Australia Inc.

Contact: Ray Prowse, Level1, 505 St.
Kilda Road, Melbourne VIC. 3004,
Australia. Ph/fax: 61-386689-77/-22.

Errata: AFPRO-newsletter

TEDDY '94/95, Teri Energy Data
Directory & Yearbook of India

It is a quarterly newsletter, not bimonthly as
mentionedjn last issue of Sust. Energy News.

Energy Charter Treaty Signed December 17.
After 3 years of negotiations, at least
41 countries are signing a binding
Treaty that will make the ideas of the
Energy Ch.arter into reality. The Treaty
opens energy trade and investments on
the terms that national and foreign
companies shall be treated equally.
Foreign companies shall be able to return their profit. The Treaty does not
include third-party access to existing
grids, but it demands that the countries
facilitate transit of all energy carriers
(including nuclear). In case transit is
not possible through a country, it shall
allow the construction of new transport
capacity. The Treaty contains many
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other provisions for free trade and investments in its 50 articles, 14 annexes
and 14 pages of explanatory text. In
addition to the Treaty, a less binding
Energy Efficiency Protocol is to be
signed on December 17.
The Treaty will not be signed by
the USA. Some of the provisions of the
Treaty interfere with . the freedom of
the individual states of USA. It will be
signed by Canada and Australia. Japan
plans to sign later.
The whole Energy Charter process
is carried out in secrecy. Only countryrepresentatives, some UN-organisations and some business concerns have
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been able to follow the process closely.
The process has been very frustrating
for NGOs, which have been excluded
totally from the negotiations. The secrecy of the process reduces the scope
for analysing the potential adverse effects of the Treaty before it is signed.
The Energy Charter Process will
·continue with negotiations .of more
binding protection of investments, a
Nuclear. Energy Protocol .and other
protocols. The Treaty enters into force
after ratification by 30 countries.
lnfo: The Treaty texts can be obtained more
easily from the natiOnal governments than from
the Charter Secretariat in Brussels.
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Events
*Including INforSE activities
January 9 ~October 12,1995
Walk Across Europe for a NuclearFree World 1995 & Sustainable Energy Tour (see p. 10).
Info: For Mother Earth, Zilverhof 19,
B-9000 Gent. Ph/fax: 32-9-233-3268/4924, email: motherearth@gn.apc.org.
January 10-13, 1995
Earth Conference on Biomass for
Energy, Dev. & Env. Havana, Cuba.
Info: A. Vaides Delgado. Ph/fax: 537626606/-338054.
January23-25,1995
Acid Rain & Electric Utilities; Int.
Spec. Conf., Arizona, USA.
Info: Pam McCalla, Air & Waste
Mgmt. Assoc., One Gateway Center,
3rd Floor, Pittsburgh, PA 15222 USA.
Ph/fax: 1-412-232-3444/-3450.
January 23-25, 1995
Asia Padfic'95: 2nd Annual Renewable Energy Conf. New Delhi, India.
Info: Cassy Kurtzmann, Advanstar
Communications Asia, 23/F Tai Yau
Building, 181 Johnston Road, Wanchai, · Hong Kong. Ph/fax: 8528324998/-5754611.
February, 2 weeks, 1995
Ecotopia Latinoamericana, Eco-comunidad, Montevideo, Uruguay.
Workshops, training programs

Info: MartinPrieto,REDES (see p.16)

February 23, 1995
.
UK-ISES 21st Anniversary Conference~ London, UK.
Renewable Energy: What can it do for the environment? ·

Info: 192 Franklin Road, Birmingham
· B30 2HE, UK. Ph/fax: 44-1214591248/~8206.

March 6-12,1995 March 8 *
UN World Summit for Social Development, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Including Forom for Energy and Development I
INforSE workshop on Environment and Social
Development. March 8 (Special Event)

Info: DPCSD, UN, New York, USA.
Ph/fax: 1-212-9635855/1010.

March 3-12, 1995*
NGO Global Forum '95, Copenhagen, De)lmark.
Parallel to WSSD. Including INforSE Exhibition
& Workshop on Social Development
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Info: Njalsgade 13C, DK-2300Copenhagen S. Ph/fax: 45-3296-1995/-8919,
email: ngo95@inet.uni-c.dk.

March 27, 1995*
NGO Conference on Climate
In Berlin. Info: CNE (seep. 14)

Apri/10-13, 1995.
2nd General Assembly & Seminar
on Financing Energy Efficiency Projects, Istanbul, Turkey.
Info: The World Energy Efficiency
Association. Fax: 1-202-797-6573,
email:info@weea.org.

March 28- April 2, 1995
NGO Climate Forum '95, Berlin,
Germany.
Info: Dirk Hoffmann, Behrenstr. 23,
Berlin, D-10117, Germany. Ph/fax:
49-30-202-2030/-20333.
The Climate is Right for A Change.
Y0 uth conference and actions parallel
to the Climate Summit Info: EYFA or
A SEED, PO Box 62066, NL-1090 AB
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Ph/fax:
31-20-665-7743.

May 1-3, 1995*
Inter Action Annual Forum. Rethinking Development: New Partnership, Washington DC, USA.
See p. 7 .Info: Linda Helm Krapf, COSENI, Ph/fax: 1-908-876-9698/-5030,
email: krapf@eden.rutgers.edu.

March 19-24,1995
lot. Solar Energy Conference, Hawaii, USA.

May 16-18, 1995
Power-Gen Europe '95, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Info: Kaap Homdreef 54, PO.Box:
9402, 3506 GK Utrecht, The Netherlands. Ph/fax: 31-30650-963/-928.

Organised by: ASME/JSME/JSES, Am. and
Japanese Soc. of Mech.Engineers & ISES.

Info: David Claridge, Mech. Eng.
Dept. Texas A&M University Collage
Station, TX 77843, USA. Ph/fax: 1490-845-1280/-3081.

May3, 1995
Photovoltaic5: a Power Source for
Buildings, London, UK.
Info: UK-ISES, see above.

May 21-26, 1995
Rural Electrification with Renew. able Energy Technologies, SouthMarch 26-30,1995
hampton, UK.
Technologies for Energy Efficiency Info: Anthony Derrick, The British
and Environmental Protection, Council, 10 Spring Gardens, London
Cairo, Egypt.
SW1A 2BN UK. Ph/fax: 44-71389Conference and Exhibition. Info: Fed. of 4264/-4154
Egyptian Industries, 6 Gezira El Wosta
Str. Zamalek, Cairo. Egypt. Ph/fax:
June 19-24, 1995*
3403674.
European Sustainable Energy Seminar & INforSE - Europe Annual
March 27-28, 1995
Meeting, Budmerice, Slovakia
lot. Sustain. Development Research Info: INforSE Europe (seep. 9 & 16)
Conference, Manchester, UK.
Info: ERP Environment, PO.Box 75, June 18,1995
Shipley, West Yorkshire BD17 6EZ 1995 SUNDA Y'95 Throughout UK.
UK. Ph/fax: 274-53040-8/-9.
Info: UK-ISES See above.
March29-31, 1995
Ekoteknics '95, Ostersund, Sweden.
II!lemat.Symposium on Ecological Engineering.

Info: Andreas Eng1und, Ecotechnics,
Mid Sweden University, PO.Box: 603,
S-832 01 Fros<:in, Sweden. Ph/fax: 4463165-533/-450.

March 26-31, 1995
Affordable Comfort Conference,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA.
Energy Efficiency in Existing Dwellings, seep. 7

Info: Gail Ettinger, 309 Davis Street,
Evanston, IL 60201, USA. Ph: 1-708864-5651.
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September 9-16, 1995*
ISES Solar World Congress '95, In
Search of the Sun. Harare, Zimbabwe.
Info: PO.Box 2851, Harare, Zimbabwe. Ph/fax: 2634-730-707/-700.
November 20-24, 1995 .
lot. Africa Conference: Sustainable
Energy for Development, Maputo,
Mozambique.
·
Info: Jose de Abreau, AITP, Av. AmilcarCabral212,POBox 1574,Maputo,
Mozambique. Ph/fax: 2581-475938/40.
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The INforSE Campaign in 1995-96.
In the first part of 1995;
the UN Social Summit will
be a major focus of the
INforSE Campaign on .
Sustainable Energy for
Social Development.
Campaign Paper
Before the Social Summit, INforSE
will publish a Campaign Paper · describing the proposals of the workshop
on sustainable energy for social development (described on this page) and
success stories of sustainable energy.
An English version will be ready in the
beginning of February. It will be distributed to INforSE member-organizations . .If the means are available, a
Spanish version will follow . later in
February. The Campaign Paper will be
used for raising the attention of the
Campaign at conferences, exhibitions,
etc. Some copies for distribution at
such events will be available from the
Secretariat for organizations promoting the INforSE <:;ampaign.

Lobbying Before the
Social Summit
To include sustainable energy solu. tions in the agenda of the Social Sum-

mit, some INforSE organizations are
contacting their national delegations to
the Social Summit and NGO-groups
working on the Summit. These contacts are necessary to build an understanding of the relations between sustainable energy and social development as well as to have the issue included in the Summit agenda. When
the Summit starts, it is too late to include a new issue.
Any organization that will work on
this .type of lobbying, is invited to contact INforSE.

Activities at Social Summit
As part of the official program of the
Social Summit in Copenhagen (as a
special event), INforSE is eo-organizer of a workshop on sustainable
energy for social development, March
8, at 2.30-6 p.m.
At the parallel NGO-Forum, INforSE will conduct one or two workshops on sustainable energy for social
development and on · INforSE Campaign strategies. INforSE will also be
present at the parallel NGO-Forum
with·a booth offering information and
an exhibition. One secondary activity
will be short excursions to sus~nable
energy sites in Derimark.

The INforSE Secretariat will work
to secure travel funds, where necessary, for some of the INJorSE coordinators to enable them to attend the Social
Summit and the NGO-Forum.

Further Activities
On March 27, the day before the UN
Climate Summit in Berlin, INforSE
will present the Campaign in Berlin at
an NGO-Conference organized by the ·
Cliinate Action Network.
INforSE will continue to raise the
issue of sustainable energy for social
development. This will be in the form
of interventions at international conferences and by providing background
information to·INforSE organizations
that will work with the issue nationally
or locally. Interventions/participation
are under consideration for ISES "In
Search of the Sun", the UNESCO
Solar Summit, Habitat II, the Pan-European Environmental Ministers
Meeting in Sofia, and others (see also
list of events).
Organizations interested in participating in the Campaign activities nationally/locally or at international
events are invited to contact the INforSE Secretariat or the nearest regional INforSE coordinator.

~

Africa, Eastern
FWD- Found. for Woodstove Dis-

semination, P.O.Box 30979, Nairobi, Kenya, Ph.: +254-2-566 032,
fax:+254-2-740524/561464,email:
stephen_karekezi@elci.gn.apc.org
att. Stephen Karekezi, Murpbua
Munywoki-Muthus1
·
Afri~, Western

ENDA-Energie, 54 rue Camot,
B.P. 3370, Dakar, Senegal.
Ph.: +221 -2259831222496, Fax:
+221~2226.95, Email:energy@
endadakar.gn.apc.org
atl Youba Sokona, Masse La

Eastern Asia & Pacific

Europe

PCATI- Philippine Centerfor Appropriate Technology & Training,
224 Diego Silang Str.
4200 Batangas City, Philippmes.
Ph. +63-43-723-1155,
Fax: +63-43-723-0340
att. Benjamin Gertes

OVE - Damsh Organizauon for
Renewable Energy, Skovvangsvej
191, 8200Arhus N, Denmark., Ph.:
+45-86106466, Fax: +45-861061
88, Emai(; ove@pns.apc.org
all Gunnar Boye Oles'<n
SZOPK-Foundation for Alternative Energy, Gorkeho 6, 8ilOl
Bratis1ava, Slovakia.
Ph/fax.: +42-7-364665,
att Emil Bedi

Asia, Central
. AFPRO - Action for Food Production, 25/1 A Institutional Area,
Pankha Rd, D-Block, Janakpuri,
New Delh, 110 058, lndm.
Ph.: +91"11-5555412/413
Fax: +91-11-5500343,
Telex: 3165899 AFPRO IN
att. RaymondMyles

Latin America
IED - Institute for Evology and Development, Av. Erasmo Brag a 277,
sala 305, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, CEP
20020, Brasil . Fax: +55·21-240-

0661, Umv.Fed: Ph.: +55-21-2709995/9662
au. Emilio la Rovere, Ana Luci4
Nadalutti la Rovere
REDES, Av. Millan 4113, 129000
Montevideo, Uruguay. Ph.: +5982-356265, Fax: +598-2-381640,
Email: redesur@chasque.apc.org
au. Martin Prieto Beaulien

North America
Environmental Action I Energy
Conservation Coalition, 6930 Carroll Ave. #600, Takoma Park, Maryland, 20912, USA. Ph.: +1-301891-1100, Fax+1+301-891 2218
au . .Mutsumi Mizuno, Margaret
Morgan-Hubbard

'
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